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Like thousands of humans, Lianne works for the Rrassic on a world she didnâ€™t know existed. A

friend stuck her neck out during registration and hid Lianneâ€™s compatibility with the Rrassic under

the guise of an existing allergy to cats.An accident at a public event made Lianne run into the action,

and a few small cuts left enough of her at the scene to give the hunters a trail to follow.Sorrok

selected Lianne as a possible mate back on Earth, but he wasnâ€™t the one to collect her during

the final extraction, so he was sure that someone else would have found their way into her bed.His

delight meets feral possessiveness, and while he changes her life, he makes sure that there is a

place for him in it.
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group of humans are kidnaped and blackmailed into working for surprisingly gentle overlords.So, the

world building was interesting and I liked that the leading lady was so calm and able to role with the

punches, so to speak. I think it made better scifi than romance.There was not convincing attraction

betwen him & her, which is a bad flaw for a romance. Also, she was way too blase about the



prospect of being forced to date, marry, and having kids with her kidnappers; and she was way too

forgiving about being enslaved--as were all of the other humans, near as I could tell. She joined the

cult, so to speak, without even a plausible (unproven) hint of justification for the aliens' actions.This

is not a bad book, but not memorable. Overpriced, though.

It was a pretty quick and easy read, but there was no emotional depth. For example, the heroine

went through the trouble of trying to avoid being a breeder, but when they catch up to her she is not

concerned at all. Literally she said, "Oh well, what a sucky day." Really? Not even one sentence to

express any deeper emotions? I am angry, frustrated, scared, bitter.....anything? If she had anything

other than a nonchalant attitude it would have been a better book.

Great start to a new series. 40,000 human men and women were kidnapped by a human like

species, the Rrrassic and taken to Imrahl, a colony world. Lianne is a forklift driver who is also a

DNA breeding match for the Rrassic, something she is not interested in. She gets help from a friend

to hide her status. No good deed goes unpunished. When Leanne saves the lives of several people

at a concerts, she is brought to the attention of the Hunters, who are investigating the incident.

Hunter Sorrok, is a Rrassic-Zjin, which are Tiger like, and lead investigator. He knows Lianne, he is

the one who tagged her for recruitment, and wonders why she is not with the breeders. Since he

has a taste of her blood, he is out to make her his. A fun fast paced story. Loved the world building.

Lianne and Sorrok were fun characters, as were Bella and Itkabu. Loved Lisa, hope she finds a

Rrassic to settle down with. Can't wait for the next book!

I like all sorts of sci-fi, and as far as world building goes, this is definitely one of the better ones. Not

too much detail, a bit of intrigue & a bit of the sexy action at the end. I recommend this one; my only

gripe is the length of this novella vs the price. In my opinion, if a book is under 200 pages, it should

only be .99$Now, some plot points: our heroine is practical, fair and doesn't involve herself in boring

internal dialogues about how unfair her situation is. She just deals with it, with a sense of humor &

forgiveness that's not too common (but thankfully keeps us from wanting to smack most hysterical

heroines we usually get in these types of stories).Our hero: he's big, bad & observant. He doesn't

force his will on his love interest, but instead looks out for her, PAYS ATTENTION to what she

needs & likes, and doesn't treat her like less of a person than he is. Plenty of action & story going on

here, but WITHOUT the tedious "misunderstandings" crutch we normally get as filler. Again, I'm only

giving 4 out of 5 stars cause of the length of the novella vs the price. Hopefully a decent priced



bundle of 3 or something is on its way. I am glad, however, that I bought this book.

This had so much potential. The abducted human h beholden to her alien captors, forced to be a

breeder, and the alien H looking pretty much like the eye-catching cover would lead you to believe.

He's a walking, talking tiger-man, and I love the kind of feline alien heroes. But, boy, after that

promising sample read, it got boring fast.Not enough detail about h, I struggled to imagine her, and

her speech was almost robotic, just stiff, complacent and not very personable. Not enough detail

about this alien race and the different kinds therein, which were many but with only enough vague

detail to make it a bit confusing to me.Tepid sex scenes. Bland romance. And that ending. I guess

not a cliffhanger, as it looks as if the next book is about a different h/H, but the ending was certainly

not what I wanted to read. Really turned a bland/okay 3* read into a disappointing 2* read. Not a

satisfying ending at all.

found this world an interesting one if highly unethical. The imbalance of power made for a lot of

discomfort but at the same time it felt more realistic as to what it might be like if such abductions

were to occur.A like the different kinds of the "races" in the aliens. I like that the heroine has a

working class job she is very good at and is in this kind of zoned out space in her head in this new

reality.The hero is very steeped in his own culture. He is kind over all.There are some plot turns that

are unexpected and interesting and the romance is much more developed, longer, and more

layered than Grace's books usually are.I liked it.
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